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The Bonita platform is a set of components and tooling to develop, test and execute process-based applications. We call these applications : Living Applications.Living applications are composed of many components (or artifacts), the main ones are the User Interfaces, Business Data, Processes for the business logic; but it contains also all the customization, the connector to external systems, the user access rights, etc.All these components are developed into the Bonita Studio. The Bonita Studio is used by the development teams and citizen developers to create, develop and compose Living Application artifacts (the UIs, Processes, etc…). These composed Living Application can then be deployed on a Bonita Runtime. The Bonita runtime is the execution environment of Living applications. Bonita runtime provides the BPM engine, Services, a set of APIS, and all requirements for Living Application execution. It relies  on database vendors to store both processes execution data and business data.
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Let’s now focus on the Bonita Runtime. The Bonita Runtime is composed of one or multiple Bonita Server.The Bonita Server is an standalone java 8 application running in an application server (Tomcat or Wildfly). It is composed two parts : the engine and the web. The Engine is composed of a set of modular services. Every services is in charge of some dedicated role : executing the processes workflow, connecting to external systems (through Connectors), managing events and monitoring, ensuring execution of business rules. The engine can run in synchronous or asynchronous mode. Every service can be either modified, extended or replaced by any custom services developed by the customers. The engine ensure the resilience thanks to DAO services in charge of communicating with the databases. There are two main databases : one for all the process execution and historical data, in addition to the application data; a second database to store all the Business Data modelized  in the Studio and used in Application and processes. The Engine ensures transactional operations (manage failure and automatic rollback) with the database to guarantee a consistent state at any time. The Web part provides all the API in both Java or REST to pilot the Bonita Engine and retrieve Business Data. this API can be easily extended the the REST Api extension that can be customized to provide custom service to external applications like combination of Bonita Rest API, aggregation of Bonita and external data, and so on. On top of the API, we provide an web application called Bonita Portal which provide both a standard user interface to start process, manage tasks, etc. and all the capabilities to administrate the runtime : deploy new process, manage organisation,  monitor the platform, etc.The web part also runs the Living Applications developed on the Bonita Studio.-------parler de la cybersecurité? Accompagnement Cybersecura?CASE MANAGEMENT engineStateless 
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Transactions



Transactions in Bonita

Everything executed in Bonita Engine is done inside a 
Transaction:

• reading data
• writing data.

Transactions are ACID (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable): It 
completes totally or it is completely rolled back up to the 
previous platform state.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ça veut dire que si une transaction est “rolled back”, aucune trace de son passage n’est laissée en base de données. On peut toutefois avoir des traces dans les logs.



Transactions in Bonita

1 API call = 1 transaction (most of the time).

Some exceptions are made for specific treatments that 
require more than one transaction



Transactions in Bonita

A transaction is automatically opened by Bonita Engine when 
the call arrives on the API layer.

The opened transaction is automatically committed when the 
API call finishes, or interrupted and rolled back if an error 
occurs during its execution.



Transactions in Bonita

1 Unit of Work = 1 transaction.

Except for connector executions, which are executed outside
any transaction:

this allows Bonita-independent code to run with no impacts on 
Bonita. Long-lasting connectors are not bound to Bonita 
transaction timeout.



Synchronism / Asynchronism



Synchronism / Asynchronism

Synchronous

All execution is performed before returning to the user.

“Synchronous” must be read “synchronous with a human 
interaction”



All API calls are synchronous

All get / search / update... standard methods are 
synchronous.

When the method returns, no other action related to this API 
call will be performed.



All API calls are synchronous (Example)

Process API Process instance 
service

getProcessInstance(id)

executeQuery...

Jdbc ResultSet

DatabaseServer API 
interceptor

Open
transaction

getProcessInstance(id)

Close
transaction

User

SELECT … FROM 
process_instance

Persistence 
service

SProcessInstance

SProcessInstance

Convert object

ProcessInstance

ProcessInstance

getProcessInstance(id)



API calls that trigger asynchronous completion

Some API Calls trigger additional asynchronous work: 
startProcess, executeTask, …

The call is synchronous but triggers asynchronous works at the 
commit of the API transaction.

Example: executing a task with contract inputs triggers the 
following execution on transaction commit.



API calls that trigger asynchronous completion
Process API Process instance 

service

createProcess(id)

createProcessInstance

Server API 
interceptor

Open
transaction

startProcess(id)

Close
transaction

User

createFirstExecutableElements

Persistence 
service

SProcessInstance

SProcessInstance

Convert object

ProcessInstance

ProcessInstance

startProcess(defId)

Process Executor

executeFlownodeWork

Work Service

executeFlownode

ASYNCHRONOUS
EXECUTION

updateFNState



Jobs



Jobs

Jobs are scheduled tasks.

Quartz is the scheduler we use to trigger these tasks.

These tasks are piece of code executed inside a transaction.

Tasks can be:

• Start a process that has a Start timer event
• Trigger a catch timer event

These jobs only create the works to be executed.



Works



What is a work

Unit of work in Bonita engine

Can be:

• Flow node execution (execute 1 'state')
• Connector execution
• Complete flow node and trigger other execution
• Execute couples of message



Works: Execution

Works are executed in a standard Thread pool



Works: Execution

Work executor

ThreadPool

Work queue Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

1: Register work



Works: Execution

Work executor

ThreadPool

Work queue Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

2: Work executed directly



Works: Execution

Work executor

ThreadPool

Work queue Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

1: Register work



Works: Execution

Work executor

ThreadPool

Work queue Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

2: Work added to the queue



Works: Execution

• A work is ~ a transaction
• Works are "stateless", it only contains the information of 

what should be executed
• Works are recreated at startup if some flow node are not in 

a stable state.



Works: Execute flow node

1. Set tenant in current session
2. Lock the process instance
3. Open tx
4. Call `executeFlowNode()`
5. Commit tx
6. Unlock process instance
7. Clean session



Works: Execute flow node



Works: Execute flow node

Execute flow node executes a state of a flow node



Works: Connector

1. Evaluate input parameters in a  transaction
2. Execute the connector itself (in an other specific thread)
3. Lock process  instance : bonita.platform.lock.memory.timeout=60 in seconds

4. Execute connectors output operations
5. Unlock process instance



Works: Connector

Connector ThreadWorker
Thread

Connector
Executor

Execute connector

Future<result>

future.get()
Execute logic

Submit connector

Connector result

Execute operations

Release thread

Blocking!



Works: Connector with timeout

Connector ThreadWorker
Thread

Connector
Executor

Execute connector

Future<result>

future.get(timeout)
Execute logic

Submit connector

TIMEOUT

Release thread

cancel

Set connector as failed

bonita.tenant.connector.timeout=300



Works: BPM Message

We match in database WaitingMessage and MessageInstance

Before 7.4:
Quartz job every 5 seconds check for new couples

From 7.4: 
A dedicated thread make couples each time some message-related action occurs 
on the platform. 

The MessagesHandlingService triggers an asynchronous work for the message 
couple execution.



Works: BPM Message
Message
Matching
Thread

Messages
Handling
service

Submit work

triggerMatchingOfEvents()

BPM services

Message arrive

submit()

Work  service

Find a couple in 
database



Works: BPM Message

1. Lock process  instance : bonita.platform.lock.memory.timeout=60 in seconds

2. Trigger catch message
3. Unlock process instance



Works: Lock rejection

The engine can't execute at the same time 2 work on the 
same process instance.

Some work are "rejected" and rescheduled



Works: Lock rejection

Worker Thread 1 Worker Thread 2 Lock service

tryLock(42)

lock

tryLock(42)

Ko

Re submit the work

Execute logic

unlock(lock)



Works: Failure mechanism

In case of exception in the transaction:

• Tx is  rolledback
• New Tx is opened to set the  task / connector / process as 

'failed'

If the new transaction also fails, an Incident is reported (by 
default logged in incident.log)



Works: Retry mechanism (SP)

When a work execution fails for a cause identified as retryable:
● We set a delay on the work execution date
● Work is put at the end of the queue

The delay is increased each time the work fails and fails after a defined  number of 
retry.
Defaults configuration:

10 max retries, delay 1s, delay factor 2 (1s, 2s, 4s, 8s ...)
Exceptions: 

org.hibernate.StaleStateException

org.hibernate.exception.LockAcquisitionException

javax.persistence.LockTimeoutException

javax.persistence.PessimisticLockException

javax.persistence.OptimisticLockException

org.hibernate.dialect.lock.LockingStrategyException



Works: Cluster

• Each node execute its own works and uses its own queue
• Each node maintain a "shared" queue in case of node 

failure
• When a node fails, another node takes all works from this 

node.



Works: Cluster



Locks



Locks on process instances

To guarantee the consistency of data, we programmatically 
lock process instances in the following cases:

• execution of a flownode
• recording of the connector instance execution outputs 

(through operations)



Locks on process instances

When a piece of code has acquired a lock on a specific 
process instance, if some other code needs the lock on the 
same process instance, it waits until the lock is released or a 
timeout occurs, in which case the work is retried.

Performance impacts:

• Some tasks that could be executed in parallel are 
executed sequentially



Locks on process instances

In a clustered environment, the implementation of the 
LockService is distributed on all nodes in the cluster.

This ensures there are not 2 works executing on 2 different 
nodes in the cluster trying to access restricted resources.
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